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The Wanderer

editor

letter from the

Marion Island. A place filled
with mystery, majestical views
and
a
mahem
of
meteriological variation. Let
me briefly introduce you to
this fascinating Island: it forms
part of the Prince Edward
Island Group, which consists of
Prince Edward Island and
Marion Island (the largest of
the two). It can be located
halfway between South Africa
and Antarctica, approximately
2200km south-east of Cape
Town
(46°36’S,
37°57’E).
Annexed by South Africa on 29
December 1947, by Lt.-Com.
John Fairburn, Marion Island
has been home to many
annual relief teams. Our team
is collectively known as M75

(the 75th expedition relief
team) and team members
are appointed by both the
DEA
(Department
of
Environmental Affairs) and a
variety
of
tertiary
institutions. We are an
integrated group of field
researchers
and
base
personnel and together we
study all aspects of the
environment (aerodinamics,
botany, geology, mammals,
metereology and space
physics) and keep the base
up and running... This
Island… what a nerve
wrecking, yet astonishing
place.
It’s
alive,
it’s
breathing, and every patch

Memorial situated close to Old Base

of grassy moss tries to
smother your boots in a
pillow
of
mud.
The
Blechnum-slopes repeatedly
invite you to rather slide
than walk on them and the
weather? Whether you like
it or not, you will experience
four seasons in less than five
hours during some days.
Still, it’s an Island of beauty
and wonder and every
moment spent in the hands
of Marion, proves to be a
memorable one. Welcome
to Marion. Thank you to all
the M75 contributors to this
edition of The Wanderer,
and especially James Burns
for the proofreading of all
articles. I hope this edition
will keep all the adventurous
souls out there entertained.
Enjoy!

Elsa van Ginkel
Editor
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Meet the M75 team!
Here is a short introduction to the newest Marion Island 2018-2019 expedition team, known as M75.
We are a diverse team, with a wide range of ages, cultures, languages and originating from many
different places. But we have already become a close-knit Marion family and we can’t wait to share our
adventures with you!!
Text and photos by Liezl Pretorius

#Medic

Maliviwe Mnengisa
42 years
Engcobo
Xhosa

#Radio Technician

Bukelwa Lekhesa
41 years
Vanderbijlpark
Xhosa

#Geomorphologist

Abuyiselwe Nguna
26 years
Queenstown
IsiXhosa

#Meteorologist

Sechaba Nyaku
25 years
Sebokeng
Sesotho

#Diesel Mechanic

Mike Taunyane
40 years
Senekal
Sesotho

#Base Engineer

Dakalo Gangashe
32 years
Thohoyandou
Venda

#ECO

#ECO

Charlotte Heijnis
46 years
Cape Town
English / Dutch

Monica Leitner
27 years
Pretoria
English

#Birder

Danielle Keys
25 years
Plettenberg Bay
Afrikaans

#Meteorologist

Zinhle Shongwe
24 years
Daggakraal
IsiZulu

#Birder

Stephan Keys
30 years
Middelburg
Afrikaans / English

#Meteorologist

James Burns
24 years
Stellenbosch
English
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Meet the M75 Team
#Birder

Sean Morar
23 years
Johannesburg
English

#Sealer

Welly Qwabe
33 years
Kosi Bay
Zulu

#Botanist

Marike Louw
25 years
Stellenbosch / Aggeneyes
Afrikaans/English

#Botanist/Winder

Elsa van Ginkel
22 years
Pretoria
Afrikaans

#Birder

#Birder

Oyena Masiko
24 years
Dutywa
Xhosa

Michelle Thompson
29 years
Nelspruit
English

#Killer whaler/Sealer

Michael Voysey
25 years
Pretoria
English

#Sealer

Liezl Pretorius
38 years
Vanderbijlpark
Afrikaans

#SANSA Engineer

#Botanist

Bongekile Kuhlase
28 years
Pietermaritzburg
Zulu

Vhulahani Manukha
34 years
Sibasa Pretoria
TshiVenda

#Chef

#Botanist/Winder

Dineo Mogashoa
22 years
Middelburg
Sepedi

Jabulani Thabede
57 years
Inanda
Zulu

Check out the next edition for an interview with the team
leader/medic and deputy team leader/diesel mechanic….
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Team Training...
...for the brave...

- Elsa van Ginkel

Fire fighting

Photos: Ben van der Walt, Michael Voysey, Abuyiselwe Nguna, Dineo Mogashoa

Fire training consisted of a two-day
course and after the theory section was
covered, there was time for serious fun
and games! From tossing a fire hose to
saving burning buildings from the
blazing flames during a real-life
simulation.

Time to suit up...
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Team Training

Cooking with Kelly
What a day! Who would
have thought that one can
create such delightful meals
and
pastries
with
ingredients mostly found
within the depths of a tin.
We started off during the
early hours, with intriguing
dishes such as fruity pork
curry,
lasagne,
beef
strogonaff, had a lunch of a
lifetime; and then continued
with all the baked goodies.
It was a feast – and the day
after that and the day after
that.

...and remember, you have
to brown the meat first.

First Aid Training
Ma’m...Ma’m... Are you okay?
The words that echoed in everyone’s thoughts
after two days of intense theory and practicals.
During the second day of training, the practise
doll even received a kiss of life... instead of CPR.
Enough said.
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Team Training
Ropework
Imagine dangling from a cliff, your only
life line - a single piece of rope... Some
of us conquered our fear of heights,
others just enjoyed every second of
touching the sky. Experience is key!

Team training was quite an experience. In a matter of a few weeks, a group of strangers
became a bunch of friends. Through the rainstorm of hard core fire training, followed by a
first aid course and some interesting cooking classes, finished off by a brilliant ropework
course - a rainbow of experiences, cultures, skills and high spirits was the result. M75 is
ready to amaze...

Carpe Diem, M75!
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The Voyage: Agulhas II
- James Burns
This trip aboard the SA Agulhas II was really the beginning of this epic adventure.
Everything up until we left the harbour, as much of an adventure as it was, was all in
preparation for our year on Marion ... but we had to get there first. The voyage from
Cape Town to the Prince Edward Islands is approximately 2000km and took us about 4
days. These few days in themselves were quite an adventure and there is lots that one
can say about everything that happened, but in order to make this easier; we will go
through the trip in themes.
First point to mention is that the Agulhas
is a world class vessel. Several floors high
(with an elevator), 2 helicopter hangers,
a gym, sauna, laundry, business centre,
auditorium, science labs, a library, 2
lounges, a couple of bars, kitchen and
mess hall, many viewing platforms
(including the monkey deck at the very
top), multiple kiosks for coffee and
snacks, etc, etc, etc... and enough berths
to sleep around 100 people in hotelstandard cabins (single, 2-man and 4man). As passengers we were on deck 6
for most of the time, at the bar,
kitchenette (best wifi on board), in the
lounge or outside enjoying the fresh
breeze and ocean views.

Photos: Elsa van Ginkel, Michael Voysey

Continuing in the line of luxury that
the Agulhas offers but deserving a
special mention is the food. Three
substantial cooked meals every day
for the duration of the voyage. A
hearty breakfast of eggs, bacon and
something extra was awaiting us
each morning followed far too
quickly by an amazing lunch (some
form of meat and veggies) and
ending the day with a delicious meal
and dessert (as often as not, the
childhood favourite wafer icecream). And if this wasn't enough to
get you through the day, there was
always the possibility of a sandwich,
some biscuits or tea at one of the
kiosks.
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The Voyage:Agulhas II
The next couple of points go hand in hand; the sea state / weather and seasickness. The
state of the ocean could have been much worse than it was for M75. We were lucky to
have relatively smooth sailing with one or two more stormy periods. Almost constantly
under cloud-cover, buffeted by hectic winds and facing heavy swell and extreme
temperatures, the Agulhas and it's captain did a superb job of staying on course and
making very good time in getting us safely to Marion. For some people the worst of the
rocking only led to the strange yet not entirely unpleasant experience of having your
organs reshuffling slightly as you're lying in bed trying not to fall out (more important if
you have the top bunk!). For others, however, the phenomenon that is seasickness
quickly became a reality. Whether as a result of braving the Southern Ocean without
motion sickness medication or simply not responding to said medication, many of the
passengers struggled to keep anything down and the more severe cases required
injections or even drips for rehydration.
The animal (or rather, bird) life deserves a mention as well. On this occasion there were
unfortunately not too many whale sightings which people were hoping for but the abundant
birdlife was incredible. As much of the research on Marion is conducted on the various bird
species found here, there were naturally a large number of bird enthusiasts with on the
Agulhas; out on the decks whenever the weather permitted with a pair of binoculars in one
hand and a camera in the other. Probably the most impressive sightings were of the
albatross (sooty, grey-headed, black-browed, wandering, etc.) but these were interspersed
with the petrels (white-chinned, giant, great wing, etc.), shearwaters and penguins as we
approached the island.
Lastly, and important to put onto the record,
is the social aspect of the long voyage. For
those well and able enough to leave the
safety of cabins and bathrooms, there are
always gatherings to join for a good time.
During bar hours particularly, people could
loosen up and enjoy the company of fellow
passengers. There are always people keen for
a round of cards, perhaps a board game, or
maybe just chilling in the lounge with a guitar
trying to find songs that you know which
people can sing along to (more difficult than
you'd think). Your cabin is always a few
seconds away if you feel like napping,
watching series or reading a good book; but
it's always fun to join others for a movie night
or impromptu karaoke. The voyage was laced
with official, scientific or logistical lectures
and report back sessions relating to research
happening on Marion or procedures for
when we arrived (i.e. the helicopter briefing
or boot washing ceremony) but these can be
discussed at another time.
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Photos: Elsa van Ginkel & Marike Louw

Us sealers knew that, in coming to Marion, we
had signed up for a serious challenge. The first
Round Island proved that to be true, but it also
showed us that we were up for it in every way.
Working with the seals and experiencing our
first killer whale sighting was definitely a
highlight.
- Sealers / Killer

Nervousness, led to sheer excitement led back to nervousness and back again. And then we
were off… huge boots, borrowed and begged walking sticks, faaaarrr too heavy back-packs (in
spite of wise warnings), and delight, anticipation and joy.
The trip was a combination of surreal raw nature: Of golden light featuring breath-taking
glimpses of rivers flowing over black rocks, surrounded by golden-green carpets, leading from
snow-capped mountains to sheer, cliffs, cobble beaches crowded with penguins and their
ever-present house-maids, the much loved paddies, fluffies (albatross chicks sitting on nests),
and pain…
The pain: It’s the boots, it’s the knees, it’s a ‘little’ peak called Azo in a horizontal ice pellet
storm, with gale force winds and thoughts of blue balloons with soft human centres making it
to Antarctica on the next gust, it’s carrying the water containers to the hut, it’s the black lava
making you fall for the 100th time, it’s crawling out of an ‘over-boot’ mire sopping. It’s all there
and it builds you.
Then there’s the people: The smiles, the laughter, the jokes, the talented hut cooking, the
teaching, the sharing and the togetherness, the privilege of sharing an once-in-a-lifetime
experience beyond belief. It was awe-inspiring, exhilarating, incredibly hard, humbling and
empowering experience – which I can’t wait to do again. And again. And again.
This amazing beauty called Marion is a very tempting, addictive seductress.
- Charlotte Heijnis (ECO)
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Thoughts from a first Round Island

I never thought my job would take me back in time, to a place where playing in
the mud and having conversations with birds was completely normal, yet I find
myself on Marion doing exactly that!
Marion is spectacular, provided you can deal with the desires of the wind to push
you off the island and the mires to suck you in. These issues are dwarfed by the
fact that everyday I go on an adventure - looking for birds that most people will
never see in their entire lives. At the moment the work is challenging with the
focus predominantly on Grey Petrels.
These guys breed in rock crevices and aside from keeping an eye on the breeding
of the monitoring colony, I am scouting for new nests. Crawling into rock crevices
to look for breeding Grey Petrels is interesting, but also requires a certain level of
contortionism, the ability to deal with being soaking wet ninety percent of the time
and a good sense of humour – particularly when you can hear the birds outright
laughing at you from the crevice, but you have no idea how to get in! So between
the laughs, the cries and the aching knees I find these tasks very rewarding.
Thanks for enriching my life Marion…and giving me that cup of cement.
– Michelle Thompson (Birder)

A land of wind that tries to floor you! But a land
of precious treasures: ethereal rainbows of all
sizes, snow-dusted mornings, seal pups that
call like sheep, and plump albatross chicks that
try to muster all the possible menace in the
clicking of their beaks but that remain
hopelessly adorable. A place that demands a
cautious respect but which houses treasures serendipitous and sought-after - for those who
dare to venture into the unexpected.

Bongi and Marike

- Marike Louw (Botanist)
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...and why
do you hide your face
behind a mask?
... beards of Marion...

- James Burns

For many expeditions to Marion, throughout history (and indeed since in the days of the cavemen), it
has been the custom of some men to grow as much facial hair as possible in their months of exile
before re-entering civilization. The origins of this custom are blurred and yet there are many reasons
which justify this tradition quite nicely. First, and most obvious, is the warmth factor; as you will quickly
become aware, this tropical island can get a bit chilly from time to time and the added warmth of a
permanent neck scarf is always welcome. Second, and less practical perhaps, they look awesome; once
you grow past the scraggly patchwork phase, a full blown beard is a majestic sight - reflecting a certain
maturity and wisdom. A couple of other, perhaps less plausible, theories may include food storage for
on-the-go snacking or simply laziness when it comes to trimming or shaving. There is more to say but
who honestly needs to be convinced that growing a beard is a perfectly reasonable, and in fact logical,
thing to do.

Whatever the origin of this custom, and for reasons which may or may not have been mentioned above,
many of the guys on the M75 team have decided to keep with the tradition and leave Marion next year,
looking decidedly more like the Antarctic explorers and adventures of old. To document the changes in
appearance and for reference and memory-sake, all of us who are participating in this venture will have
our photos taken on a semi-regular basis to create a picture journal of development. The images below
were taken some time towards the beginning of April, when the Agulhas departed Cape Town harbour.
Most faces were more or less clean-shaven, although some admittedly had a head start. Watch this
space to follow the progress…in the following months.
In the beginning

Photos: James Burns, Stephan Keys & Michael Voysey
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Take-over Memories
(the good, the bad and the ad-mire-able)
Photos: Liezl Pretorius,
Dineo Mogashoa,
Marike Louw

Sealers at Bread Rock

Botanists ready for their Round Island

Winders / Botanists facing the wind...

Sealers psyched for their first Round Island
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THE SURVIVAL GUIDE OF AN ISLAND DRAMA QUEEN
Bongekile Kuhlase

I thought I should first disclose that I have only been here a month but the past
few weeks have felt like a lifetime’s worth of experience that is worthy of a guide
on how to survive your first week of Marion- girl style. What one might have to
accept initially is that the island is like rocking a new pair of really great heels, a
little uncomfortable at first but if you stick it out you will have epic stories to tell
the next day as you nurse a few bruises.
1) Everything hurts. This might seem like a mild exaggeration but after a month of luxury
on the ship, with barely any physical activity, there are growing pains. By growing pains, I
mean the muscle aches from the strenuous walking, to the general bruises from the
tumbles and slips but a whole lot of others in between. You will randomly discover
bruises, cuts and blisters in the most unexpected places. But it does get better, your
aches, broken spirit and everything else instantaneously dissolves when the white hut
appears in the horizon. It’s like a distant memory when you’re enjoying the warm cup of
milo and hut company or staring at the perfect scenery that is Marion.
2) Around the corner is relative. A strange statement that used to annoy me when I lived
in Johannesburg and drove friends for over 15km for something that’s “around the
corner”. Marion basically uses an adaption of the term. The corner is as far as your fitness
level allows, so the fitter you are, the further the distance of “around the corner”. The
worst people to listen to about distances is the previous year’s overwinterers. However,
soon enough you will be the one tricking the base bound people into believing that a 10
km hike is “around the corner”. The bonus of your rapidly improving fitness is that it’s all
going towards those body goals (my dream hockey player thighs for me) that you’ve
been working towards at the gym.
3) Test for allergies. To avoid unnecessary pain and loss of energy, it is crucial you actually
know what makes you sick. I am an expert of sorts on this because of my newly
discovered severe allergy to canned food. I got well acquainted with the spectacular
views from the hut toilets because of it. This tip also extends to the trip on the ship to
Marion, you have to test whether you are in fact seasick and figure out the ideal
combination of medication you will need to take on the trip.
4) Chocolate cures all. Well … maybe not ‘all’… but your spirit at the very least. It’s an
instant pick-me-up that works like magic. On a particularly tough day over Karookop that
had left me a little broken, Chris Oosthuizen handed me a slab of chocolate that made
everything suddenly alright. I’m not sure if it’s the chocolate or the symbolism that is
generally intended but chocolate here is like a long warm hug that lifts your spirits.
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The survival guide of an island drama queen
5) Your feelings about Marion are completely weather dependent. My first ‘round island’
was especially trying because of the weather. Marion took out its most colourful forms of
extreme weather and squeezed it into one week of a very wet experience. However, for the
second time around the island, the weather was picturesque, I swear I saw God’s face on
the Azorella selago plains, which I had not previously noticed. Azorella kop is the most
beautiful place in the entire world, which no words can describe, when the weather isn’t
misty and windy.
6) You will get mired. It’s easiest to just accept that this whole island is a wetland and at
some point (or several points for some of us) you will get stuck in the sinking mud of
Marion and a piece of your soul will be left there. It’s the muddy princess race that surprises
you when hiking on the flat areas of Marion. There are several techniques people have
come up with to avoid that from happening (like the hilarious duck walk that even the
albatross has adopted) although it’s not much help for those ripe looking mires that are
found on Goney plain, so it’s best to just keep laughing at your swim through the entire
area. I’m unfortunately prone to getting mired quite often, I’ve found that its best to
develop a technique to get out of them as quickly and as dry as possible. The current
strategy I’ve adopted is wearing my gortex (waterproof) pants over my boots for the dry
aspect, the quickly for me is a combination of holding your walking stick horizontally on the
ground and removing your foot at an angle rather than straight out.
7) Bring the little things that make you feel human. Many people advise that you pack
lightly for the long round island journey. You won’t be able to shower for a few days or eat
normal food. What made me feel better was having a hut bath every so often, smelling
more human than seal brought me so much pleasure during those long silent walks. The
Keys (M75 birders) came up with loads of ways to make hut life feel more like home, for
example they brought along a speaker and filter coffee. It’s those little things that make all
the difference; but be warned - you really can’t carry your entire life out there, it’s a trap!
8) Things will go wrong. The whole nature of science is to try control and predict, so this
truth is particularly difficult for us science students to accept - things will go wrong. Your
greatest asset in Marion is your creativity, because boy are there a lot of moments of
improvisation here. Also, do not believe the advertising, nothing is waterproof, it’s a lie…

The most important survival tip is to take the time to “stop and smell the roses”,
Marion is amazing, so it’s important to take it all in. Enjoy this once in a lifetime
opportunity. In just a few short weeks I’ve grown so much and achieved things I
had previously thought I would never manage. I’m a few short months away from
my dream hockey thighs, I will keep you posted on the progress.
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Field Researchers at Work
Photos: Liezl Pretorius, Marike Louw, Elsa van Ginkel

So... Do you come here often?
On an isolated Island, everyone
you meet is a blessing... This
month,
the
Sealers
and
Botanists/Winders,
regularly
stumbled upon each other.
Botanists and Sealers at Kaalkoppie

Winders / Botanists meet Sealer at Karookop

The Birders tend to get their hands dirty - crawling through caves searching
for Grey Petrels or by hugging Blechnum-slopes to study Great-winged
Petrels. Marion always keeps them entertained.
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It’s all about that Base...
Photos: Elsa van Ginkel, Liezl Pretorius

Zinhle - first midnight ascent

Mike T! Light of our lives

Melford - Medic
Dakalo – Base Engineer

Metkassies: The three Musketeers...

Vhuli at work

Mavis experiencing the Island
May 2018
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Rocking your field gear
…we’re sexy and we know it…

- Liezl Pretorius

Who needs Gucci or Prada when you have field gear… The M75
field assistants already know how to work their field gear and
look stylish even after a long day of working outside with dirty
penguins, puking albatross chicks, smelly seals and boggy
vegetation….

Photo credits: Marike Louw

The casual look is an all-time favourite. Sean
is wearing a fitted winter shirt with overall
pants, making for cool, comfortable and fast
hiking. It is a streamlined, no-nonsense look,
especially suitable for those warmer, dry
days. The daypack with water bladder rounds
off this look of total functionality. Liezl is
sporting her rain pants, enabling her to work
in wet areas, whether it is catching seals or
wading in the shallow waves trying to read a
seal’s tag. The jacket is casually flung over her
shoulder, easily accessible when the wind or
rain picks up. Both are wearing versatile
head gear to keep their heads warm and hair
out of their faces.

Marike is redefining style with thermals
under a favourite t-shirt, allowing good
ventilation during long hikes looking for
vegetation plots. The protective jacket is
tied around her hips, giving the illusion
of a skirt for that feminine touch but
without hampering the ability to move
quickly over either rocky or boggy
terrain. The blue-grey rain pants rounds
off this colour scheme perfectly. Maroon
gloves complete this outfit with a splash
of colour, confirming that you don’t have
to feel or look drab when you go out
into the field!

Check out next month’s issue of the Wanderer for more
fashion phenomena…
May 2018
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Happy Birthday to Bongi and Michelle...
Photos Liezl Pretorius and Elsa van Ginkel

There is nothing like an early Christmas... Bongi enjoyed a lovely
White Christmas Party on the 4th of May. Colours of white, red and
green painted the atmosphere with festivity.

So how do you feel about the Zombie Apocolypse? ... It’s coming!
Michelle had quite a monstrous day on the 19th of May, filled with
May 2018
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horror and tons of laughter.

Pick of pics

- Michael Voysey

Killer whale

Orcinus orca

King Penguin

Aptenodytes
patagonicus
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Marion terrain: Part 1
With an unexpected “shloooop!” your boot disappears into
the ground, taking your knee and maybe even your thigh
with it. Panicked you try to take a step back, but you find
that the earth has a firm, cold and muddy hold on your leg.
Perhaps you even stumble forward because of the break in
walking rhythm, and - goodness forbid! - your other leg gets
swallowed up by the swampy ground too!

- Marike Louw

Mires at their best

You, my friend, are a victim of the terra-firma illusion. And
you are stuck. Meet the first bit of featured Marion terrain…
the mires.
It may look like you can frolic through the idyllic plains to the tunes of “Fields of Gold” by
Sting, dancing in the wind with Pocohantas-like grace and twirling with butterflies- but
don’t be fooled! The plains are waterlogged and this forms a wobbly, boggy surface
which is favoured by grass, sedge and moss species including Agrostis magellanica,
Uncinia compacta, and Racomitrium lanuginosum. The wind can blow fiercely, throwing
the practice of bipedal elegance out the window and forcing you to walk at strange
angles to resist being blown off course. You also won’t find the native Lepidopteran
flitting around: they don’t have wings! Instead these funky fellas decide to crawl low over
Marion. Good call, moths!
We often wonder what’s on the other side of the world where
you get sucked into. Goodness knows that getting stuck is
often accompanied by a sense hopelessness as you find
yourself exerting precious energy but getting nowhere.
Nobody can deny the tantalizing thought of “Should I just sink
and see where it takes me?” when you have had a long hike
and high hopes of reaching your destination unscathed. Some
suspect when you submerge you’ll travel through the core of Flightless moth
the planet and eventually pop up in China.
Others think there is a feast with magical beings and sinking through a mire is the only
way to join the warmth, food and laughter. But nobody really wants to find out. No, we
won’t succumb to seductive thoughts of fried noodles or different universes - we crawl
out and march on! There is work to be done and rainbows to be loved. There is this
wonderful island to be cherished and to be conserved with the help of the research
being conducted. Besides, our progress with dealing with these mires are becoming…
well, ad-mire-able.
May 2018
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The Team...
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What’s up with this
weather?

Photo credits: James Burns and Sechaba Nyaku

SAWS MONTHLY WEATHER STATS – May 2018
MIN

MAX

AVERAGE

AVERAGE
LOW

AVERAGE
HIGH

0.2°C

19.4°C

7.3°C

4.5°C

10.2°C

MIN

MAX

AVERAGE

979.8hPa

1022.4hPa

1005.8hPa

TEMP

PRESSURE

RAIN

WIND

AVERAGE

HUMIDITY

83%

TOTAL

DAYS WITH RAIN (>1mm)

MAX IN 24 HOURS

105.4mm

27 (20)

11.8mm (5th May)

MAX

DIRECTION

137.5km/h

NW

TOTAL
SUNSHINE

68.6 HOURS
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Thank you to our
sponsors!!!
Rocking the crocs™
Nothing beats getting to a hut after a long walk on rather
treacherous terrain and putting on some comfy crocs! crocs were
high on the recommended-list of things to bring to Marion from
members of previous teams. This year the whole M75 team was
sponsored a pair of crocs™ of their own. Very seldom do you see
anyone walk outside without their crocs firmly attached to the back
of their hiking bags!

This was an incredibly generous sponsorship and the whole team is
extremely grateful. A special thanks to Vaughan Griffin for sorting
out the sponsorship and making sure everyone had their own set
of crocs and even ensuring that team members appointed on the
eleventh hour were not left out.
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